
System Improvements 
 

 Tabs loaded digitalized G&SR, Loco Trouble shooting Guide, Accident & Block Working 
manuals, Working Time Tables of the owning and neighboring divisions; Rough Journals 
have been supplied on trail basis.  The concept has proved successful and innovative and is 
being adopted by the neighboring divisions and other sister departments. 
 

 On 16.07.18 at ETTC/BZA Shri VINOD 
KUMAR YADAV, GM/SCR inaugurated 
1st floor of Hostel building. The 
augmentation of beds improved to 
200.  
 

  WAG-7 locomotive (True scale) 
trouble shooting model car in four 
types of working models i.e., 
conventional with ARNO, SIV and 
Microprocessor with ARNO, SIV. 
 

 A sticker to aim “Mission ZERO SPAD” 
was issued to all LP/ALPs in bilingual 
Raj Basha & English on 16.07.18 by 
TRSO/BZA to inculcate and remind the 
importance of calling out signals and 
obeying signal aspect meticulously. 
  

 On 07.08.18, at Crew Lobbies of BZA, 
RJY & BTTR, introduced a new method 
of “NO SPAD RESOLUTION BOARD” 
along with ‘BELL’ for ringing and taking 
an oath by the outgoing crew while 
Signing ON so that they will have a 
remind of the oath and to act promptly 
when they are cautioned about the 
Danger signal ahead.  
  

 On 22.01.2019, Smt. G.SUMANA, 
ADRM/O/BZA unveiled the quick 
troubleshooting guide (Pocket ready 
reckoner) to help the loco running staff 
during troubleshooting and to refresh 
their knowledge.  

 

 
 



 An innovative method of analyzing the alertness of Loco Pilots is being carried out since 
September 2018. Daily about 20 locos VCD data is being checked.  

 
 FogPASS (Fog Pilot assisting system for 

safety) device introduced in BZA division 
on 03.02.19, first in South Central Railway 
and fastest implementation in Indian 
Railways(Within Ten days). Purpose of the 
FogPASS device is to assist the Loco Pilot 
by giving pre-warning about the 
approaching signals, landmarks etc., where 
LP’s attention is required.  

 
 Personal interaction with running staff by Power officers is being carried out and every 

individual is being counseled on the safety and preventive measures to avert accidents 
over railways in train operations. 
 

 12 Safety seminars and 36 Safety meetings were conducted since April-18 to October-18 to 
appraise the Running staff on safety in Train Operations. 
Special focus was done in counseling the staff on, 

 Crew should not deviate from their driving duties. 
 They should follow Signal and only signal aspect and not to presume the signals. 
 They should always keep their train well under control according to the signal 

aspect. 
 ALP to apply emergency brakes without hesitation, in case LP is not attentive or 

active in controlling the train according to the signal aspects and when 
approaching Danger. 

 

*** 


